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1.Northern Trail Outfitters wants to integrate Marketing Cloud with its existing point-of-sale system in 
order in email purchase receipt to its customers. The point-of-sale data will need to be transformed to be 
received by the Marketing Cloud triggered send API. 
What extension product should be used to accomplish this integration? 
A. MuleSoft Anypoint Platform 
B. Datorama 
C. Data Connector 
D. Data Studio 
Answer: A 
 
2.A real estate agency wants to send out a biweekly newsletter with the list of properties for all new 
contacts added to a newsletter campaign in their Salesforce CRM. The journey consists of an initial 
message with property listings and a follow up to those who have engaged with the content. 
The rules around which properties are matched to the contact depend on agent assigned as a contact 
owner, other agents who might have interacted with the contact, and contact's property interest. The data 
model has a relationship between contact > person account > real estate agent > property objects and 
all of those are available in CRM as well as synchronized to Marketing Cloud. 
What solution should be recommended for execution efficiency? 
A. Use Automation Studio and Salesforce sends with campaign as an audience. 
B. Use Automation Studio to prepare personalization data and initiate journey. 
C. Use Salesforce Data Event to initiate journey and scripting within emails for personalization logic. 
D. Use send from Salesforce CRM and Salesforce report to prepare personalization data. 
Answer: C 
 
3.Northern Trail Outfitters wants to include a 'view online' link in an email template to enable users to 
view a web page version of the email. 
Which personalization string should they include as the href attribute in the link? 
A. %%view_as_webpage%% 
B. %%view_email_url%% 
C. %%vawp%% 
D. %%view_online%% 
Answer: A 
 
4.In which two ways can Contact Builder be used to affect data stored on a data extension? Choose 2 
Answers 
A. Reconcile contact data on multiple Contact IDs 
B. Add a single record to a data extension 
C. Export data from a data extension to any SFTP location 
D. Clear the data from a data extension 
Answer: A,C 
 
5.A retail company's database of record resides at a 3rd-party company that also keeps track of 
purchase history. 
That database only updates once a day where new records can be created and merged. 
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The database uses an "Email ID," which is a numeric field that represents both the business unit and 
email address. 
The company now wants to be able to send real-time Welcome emails to people (newly registered 
website users) who provide their email address in exchange for getting 10% off their first order, and 
ensure this send is connected to "Email ID" in the database. 
What key issue should be addressed? Choose 3 Answers 
A. How will Marketing Cloud and the database sync up? 
B. Will new users have an "Email ID"? 
C. What will be used as Subscriber Key? 
D. What publication lists will be used? 
E. Will the company need a custom preference center? 
Answer: A,B,C 
 
 


